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Curriculum Drivers

At St Martha’s we have chosen 4 integral principles that drive our curriculum enabling all who carry out the St
Martha’s journey to achieve our curriculum Intent and leave us being the best that they can be. The 4 areas
Spirituality, Enrichment, Inclusion and Diversity are evident throughout all aspects of our daily life at St Martha’s
enhancing our pupils’ learning journeys.

Spirituality
Everyone that works within our school, works together in order to promote a supportive, caring and ‘family’
culture where we implement open conversations and help is always at hand without judgement. As a Catholic
school, we strive to ensure that the curriculum reflects Christ and the messages of the church. We do this
through treating others with respect, building an appreciation of God’s world, supporting each other’s learning
and teaching through the Gospels. We promote well-being and healthy relationships at every opportunity and
children thrive with the spiritual feel that is synonymous with St Martha’s.

Enrichment
Enrichment, another core driver for our curriculum, is evident through all of the amazing opportunities a�orded
to the children of St Martha’s. Opportunities to perform, experience, present, compete and challenge are woven
throughout subjects giving everyone equal opportunity to enrich their education and experiences.

Inclusion
At St Martha’s we have a culture of support, family and equality that enables all not just to participate but to
excel. We, as a sta�, strive to make all aspects of life at school inclusive so that no one feels as though they are
missing out. Our drive for inclusion and diversity go hand in hand and enforce the ethos that being unique is an
honour, and people’s di�erences are just one of God’s great gifts to us and are to be celebrated.

Diversity
As a school we feel privileged that this curriculum driver chose us rather than us choosing it. Our school is home
to a wealth of cultural diversity and this is celebrated at every opportunity. We tailor class studies to areas of the
world relevant to our students. Throughout our curriculum, planned choices have been made to ensure key figures
the children learn about mirror the diversity within our school so that children can see themselves in the world
today and throughout history.


